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ABSTRACT We propose a method for reconstructing a 3D point cloud of the organ model based on optical
flow and take the 3D cardiovascular model reconstruction as an example. This optical-flow distribution based
3D point cloud reconstruction method is divided into four steps. Firstly, we employ the Coey filter to remove
the noise points and improve the resolution of the raw images. Secondly, we implement the Shi-Tomasi
method to extract the feature points from these filtered images. Thirdly, we remove the redundancy in the
feature point set by the optical flow distributions. Finally, we converted the obtained feature points from 2D
to 3D through the optical flow distribution and then reconstructed a 3D point cloud of the medical organ.
With the help of our 3D representation, doctors and patients can view the 3D medical models on the Web.
The final result on the Web shows the proposed method is feasible and superior.

INDEX TERMS 3D point cloud, 3D medical digital representation, coronary angiography, Web3D,
lightweight, optical flow.

I. INTRODUCTION
As the number one cause of death globally, cardiovascu-
lar disease (CVD)has been widely concerned. According to
data provided by WHO, an estimated 17.9 million people
died from CVDs in 2016, representing 31% of all global
deaths [1]. In recent years, a large amount of visual data
has been obviously applied to the diagnosis and treatment
of CVD, such as magnetic resonance angiography [2], opti-
cal coherence tomography (OCT) [3], coronary angiography
[4], and so on. Though most of these visual data repre-
sented by 2D video images exhibit a high resolution, they
all have flaws. First of all, high-resolution video images
have produced a huge amount of data, which not only incurs
a high data-storage burden for hospital but also challenges
telemedicine with high transmission efficiency requirements.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Yongtao Hao.

Secondly, 2D video images are limited by the camera’s view-
point and angle, so accidental blind area can’t be avoided.
Thirdly, these data are not intuitive to the patients. Without
the doctor’s explanation,most of patients can’t directly under-
stand his or her illness through these data. So, we present
a kind of clear, intuitive and lightweight 3D visual organ
representation using a 3D point cloud, and take the 3D car-
diovascular point cloud reconstruction as an example. The
reconstruction method of the 3D point cloud is mainly based
on optical flow, including four steps, namely noise removal,
2D feature point extraction, feature point optimization, and
construction of 3D feature points, as shown in Fig. 1. More-
over, our input data is the current mainstream data, coronary
angiography.

II. RELATED WORK
Researchers have been focusing on modeling methods for 3D
human organ models [5], [6]. Given the slender shape of the
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FIGURE 1. The pipeline of our method, includes 1) Noise removal
2) Feature points extraction 3) Error pixels removal in feature point cloud
and 4) 3D point cloud reconstruction.

coronary arteries, researchers generally want to construct the
basic shape or topology of the coronary arteries by extracting
the centerline of the artery. The extraction of the centerline
can be directly from the coronary angiogram, but the noise of
the raw video images make the job very difficult. So image
filters are essential throughout the modeling process. There
are many filters that can be used to segment blood vessels
in x-ray images [7], and some of them have been widely
used [8]. Frangi filters [9] and Gabo filters [10] are two
typical representatives of classic filters. The preferred filter
for 3D coronary artery reconstruction is either one of these
two filters, or an improvement based on it [11]. Comparing
the two methods, the former is more ideal for cleaning the
entire image noise, while the latter is more effective for some
areas of interest.Instead of using these two filters, our method
chose the Coey filter [12]. which not only removes noise in
the input images but also increases the resolution of the output
image.

Noise filtering for the original image is the first step in an
image-based 3D reconstruction method. The filtered image
is often used by the researchers to extract the blood vessel
boundary or centerline [13]. The next step is to convert these
two-dimensional line information into a three-dimensional
NURBS surface or luminal contour [14]. Although the end
result looks good, the patch-based modeling approach is not

always good in dealing with occlusion problems, especially
self-occlusion problems. Yet, self-occlusion problems are
common in vascular modeling.

In addition to the patch, the point cloud is also a type of
representation [15]. Chiastra et al. proposed a method for
generating point clouds using optical coherence tomography
(OCT) [16]. However, it is impossible to construct the entire
coronary structure at one time with OCT. H. Khaleel et al.
proposed a method for surface reconstruction of coronary
artery using 3D point cloud, but their operation is com-
plex and the final result is not satisfactory [17]. Therefore,
we propose a coronary 3D representation based on PyrLK
optical flow, which completes the entire 3D coronary artery
reconstruction task in monocular vision.

Optical flow is used to express the motion of the pix-
els throughout the video stream. Optical flow method has
been used in many areas such as image processing, motion
detection, object segmentation, etc. Our inspiration for opti-
cal flow modeling was inspired by Zhang et al. [18].They
employed PyrLK optical flow method to reconstruct a
three-dimensional model of a tree with similar topology to
the coronary arteries.

There are three contributions in our paper, including one
method and two algorithms. First of all, we present optical
flow distribution based lightweight monocular 3D vascular
point cloud reconstruction method. After entering a coronary
angiogram, this method can reconstruct a 3D point cloud of
coronary vessels. Secondly, we proposed a noise reduction
algorithm for feature point extraction in coronary angiogram.
This algorithm separates feature points on organs with tem-
poral coherence from noise points without temporal coher-
ence based on the optical flow distribution and then removes
noise points. Thirdly, we proposed 3D point cloud generation
algorithm. Under the assumption that the three-dimensional
instantaneous moving speed of the points on the organ are
similar, this algorithm constructs the relationship between the
Z coordinate of the 3D point and the optical flow distribution.

III. OVERVIEW
In this section, the overview of the proposed method is shown
in Fig. 1. The pipeline of this method is divided into four
steps: (i) Noise removal. In this stage, we remove the noise
points in the raw images, and increase the resolution of these
images. Section 4(A) presents the detail of noise removal by
employing Coey filiter. (ii) 2D feature point extraction. After
obtaining the high-resolution filtered image, we extract the
feature points from them. Section 4(B) presents the detail of
the feature points extraction by using Shi − Tomasi method.
(iii) Feature point optimization. This is the final step in
preparing the input data for 3D point cloud reconstruction.
In this stage, we remove the redundancy in obtained feature
points, and section 5(A) show the detail. (iv) 3D point cloud
reconstruction.We converted the obtained feature points from
2D to 3D, and then reconstructed a 3D point cloud of themed-
ical organ. Section 5(B) presents the detail of 3D point cloud
construction.In our technical pipeline, the first three steps that
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FIGURE 2. Original input images and their filtered image. The first row shows the original images, and the second row presents the corresponding
filtered images.

prepare input data for 3D point cloud reconstruction involve
noise reduction, optimization and feature extraction of 2D
images, so we collectively term them 2D image-Processing
phase. Furthermore, we term the last step 3D Point-Cloud
Reconstruction phase.

IV. IMAGES PROCESSING
A. NOISE REMOVAL BASED COEY FILTER
Our original input images derived from a coronary angiogram
contains many noise points, shown in Fig. 2(a-e). Hence,
we employ Coey filter, proposed by Coye Tyler [12],
to remove the noise points in these images. The entire fil-
tering process is divided into four steps: (i) We resize the
image and converts the RGB image to a grayscale image via
PCA. (ii) We employ PCA again to enhance the contrast of
the grayscale image. (iii) We obtain high-frequency detail
information by subtracting the grayscale image and the image
processed by the averaging filter; (iv) We utilizes IsoData
method to cluster. Overall, this filter not only removes the
noise points but also improves the quality of the raw images.
However, the increase in image resolution often leads to more
noise. So, we set a threshold value to obtain a balance between
them, and the result is shown in Fig. 2(f-j).

B. 2D FEATURE POINT EXTRACTION
In this stage, we employed Shi− Tomasi method [19], which
has been improved from the Harris method [20], to extract
the feature points from the images filtered. This method is
divided into four steps: (i) We compute the smaller eigen-
value of each pixel’s self-adaptive matrix M and store it
to matrix eig. (ii) We mark the maximum value of eig as
maxval and processes the thresholds. (iii) We remove the fea-
ture points that smaller than quality(QualityLevel ∗maxval).

(iv) We ensure that distance between all the corner points is
higher than the least value set before. We implement Shi −
Tomasi method by OpenCV .
Grayscale change Function E(u,v) presents the self-

similarity of image(x,y) after translation(u,v) at the point(x,y)

E(u, v) =
∑
x,y

(w(x, y)[I (x + u, y+ v)− I (x, y)]2) (1)

After being Taylor expanded, and with substitution.

E(u, v) ' [u, v]
[
u
v

]
(2)

MatrixM is the adaptive matrix of each pixel.

M =


∑
s(p)

I2x
∑
s(p)

IxIy∑
s(p)

IxIy
∑
s(p)

I2y

 (3)

V. 3D POINT CLOUD RECONSTRUCTION
In this section, the optical-flow data fulfills an important role,
which is used to not only optimize the 2D feature points
acquired in the previous stage but also implement 3D cloud
point reconstruction, and the result is shown in Fig. 3.

A. FEATURE POINT OPTIMIZATION
The feature points optimized based Optical-flow method has
three assumptions: (i) brightness constancy; (ii) temporal
persistence; (iii) spatial coherence.

Assuming that source image is I (x, y, t), and moved image
is I (x + δx, y + δy, t + δt). T is a higher order term that
can be ignored if the movement is small enough. They satisfy
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FIGURE 3. 2D Feature points construction process. The first column reveals the original images of coronary angiogram, the second column reveals the
corresponding filtered images, the third column presents the 2D point pools generated by the filtered images, and the fourth column shows the 2D point
pools created by the filtered images and then filtered by optical flow method.

equation (4).

I (x + δx, y+ δy)= I (x, y, t)+
∂I
∂x
δx+

∂I
∂y
δy+

∂I
∂t
δt+T (4)

Assuming that Vector EV (Vx ,Vy), Vx = u,Vy = v, is the
composition of optical flow vector I (x, y, t), The equation
has three unknowns, which is so-called aperture problem.
Assuming that optical flow I (Vx ,Vy) is a constant in a small
window size of m3(m > 1), then from pixel 1 . . . n, n =
m3(m > 1), the following set of equations can be obtained
equation (8),

∂I
∂x
Vx +

∂I
∂y
Vy +

∂I
∂t
= 0 (5)

By the equation (4) and equation (8), we can get the equa-
tion (6) using the least square method.

Ix1 Iy1
Ix2 Iy2
...

...

Ixn Iyn


[
x
y

]
=


−It1
−It2
...

−Itn

 (6)

Assuming that A EV = −b, then

EV = (ATA)−1AT (−b) (7)

So far, it’s only the Lucas-Kanade optical flow method [20].
In contrast, Pyr Lucas-Kanade method using the multi-layer
image scaling pyramid can perform smoothly even if the
object moves at faster rate.
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FIGURE 4. 3D point cloud reconstruction process. Images on the top row show the 2D feature point cloud. Images in the middle row generated by every
two images on the top raw are Optical-flow-field images. The bottom image is the final result of 3D point cloud.

Algorithm 1
Input: 1.Vector fp: feature points; 2.Vector npp : The PyrLK

method calculates the position of the feature point in the
next frame 3.Float minDis: minimum distance; 4.Float
maxDis: maximum distance

1: for i = 0; i < fp.size(); i++ do
2: x = (fp[i].x-npp[i].x)*(fp[i].x-npp[i].x)
3: y = (fp[i].y-npp[i].y)*(fp[i].y-npp[i].y)
4: if sqrt(x + y) < minDis then
5: erase fp.begin()+i from fp
6: erase npp.begin()+i from npp
7: i−−
8: end if
9: if sqrt(x + y) > maxDis then

10: erase fp.begin()+i from fp
11: erase npp.begin()+i from npp
12: i−−
13: end if
14: end for

The feature points are representative of the blood vessel
pixels, and it is evident that the velocity changes at these
points have a strong temporal correlation. Instead, the veloc-
ity of noise points is irregular. Therefore, the velocity an
outstanding attribute for removing noise points. After getting
the velocity of these points using the Pyr Lucas-Kanade
method [21], we set a decision range for the effective feature
point velocity to filter those points again, and the details is
shown in Algorithm 1.

B. 2D POINT TRANSFER TO 3D POINT
The velocity of coronary artery movement in coronary
angiography is regular and stable. This time-correlated sce-
nario makes us boldly assume that the moving velocities of
adjacent vertices at the same time are similar. From the above
results, we can obtain optimized 2D feature points and their
optical flow field information, as shown in Fig. 4. Based
on the assumptions and known conditions, we obtain the
following equation.

x21 + y
2
1 + z

2
1 = L

x22 + y
2
2 + z

2
2 = L

...

x2n + y
2
n + z

2
n = L

(8)

where Vi(xi, yi, zi)(1 ≤ i ≤ n)is the three-dimensional
velocity of adjacent feature points, wherein xi and yi can
be known by the optical-flow-filed. Assuming that the
three-dimensional velocity is consistent at this time, it can
be inferred that the modulus lengths of the respective
three-dimensional speeds are the same. It is thus possible to
calculate zi and L in this range.

According to the above results, if the difference in themov-
ing speed of each point on the coronary aorta is negligible,
the speed difference between the points in the optical flow
field of the coronary angiogram is mainly due to the distance
between the sampling point and the camera, that is, the depth
value (Z). In other words, the point where the speed is higher
in the optical flow field is closer to the camera, and vice versa,
as depicted in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2
Input: 1.Vector fp: feature points; 2.Vector nnp: The PyrLK

method calculates the position of the feature point in the
next frame 3.Int Size: Number of feature points 4.Vector
speed: Optical flow distance 5.Vector ccp: Correspond-
ing characteristic point 6.Float MaxDistance: maximum
distance 7.Vector z: Store the z value 8.Point2f MaxP:
Maximum distance point 9.Int MaxId: The id of the
maximum distance point

1: for i = 0; i < Size; i++ do
2: for t = 0; t < fp.size(); t ++ do
3: x = (fp[t].x-npp[t].x)*(fp[t].x-npp[t].x)
4: y = (fp[t].y-nnp[t].y)*(fp[t].y-nnp[t].y)
5: TempdisB = sqrt(x + y);
6: if TempdisB > MaxDistance then
7: MaxP = fp[t];
8: MaxId = t;
9: MaxDistance = TempdisB;

10: end if
11: end for
12: push back MaxP to ccp
13: push back MaxDistance to speed
14: erase TemUse.begin()+MaxId from fp
15: erase TemUseA.begin()+MaxId from nnp
16: i−−
17: Size−−
18: MaxDistance =0
19: end for
20: for i = 0; i < ccp.size(); i++ do
21: Tempz = speed[1] - speed[i]
22: push back Tempz to z
23: end for

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We run our method using a desktop computer with an Intel
Core i7-7700HQ processor for 8 GB of physical memory and
a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 GPU with 6GB of memory.
The desktop runs Windows 10, and we use visual studio and
MatLab as the mainly IDE. Moreover, many toolkits, such as
OpenCV, Potrees and visualization toolkit (VTK) are used for
the method.

A. 2D FEATURE POINTS EXTRACTION
We collected images from 11 different time points of the
same coronary angiogram and used them as input images.
As related in the Fig. 5. Even for the same coronary artery
model, the feature points obtained by these input informa-
tion are different. Since the original input images have low
quality and many noises, the number of feature points in
these images after filtering is significantly lower than in the
raw images, which further confirmed the effectiveness of
the filter. Besides, after filtering by the optical flow method,
the number of points fell sharply again, which also proved
that the optical flow method works well.

FIGURE 5. Comparison of the number of vertices in different images.
(Orignal Image vs. Filter image vs. Optical-flow Image).

One of the determinant factors for the number and qual-
ity of generated 2D points is the quality level set in the
Shi-Tomasi method. Fig. 6 shows the relationship of quality
level and the number of these points. The smaller the quality
coefficient, the higher the quality level and the greater the
number of feature points.

B. FINAL RESULT SHOW ON THE WEB
After achieving the 3D point cloud, how to present them is
very important. There are many platforms that can be used
for point cloud display, such as VTK, Meshlab, 3DS Max,
and so on. However, most of these application platforms are
desktop-level application platforms that require configuration
of the environment. Some of these tools are very unfavorable
for sharing between users, and it is difficult to take advantage
of the 3D point cloud. Therefore, we chose the Web3D-based
Portree display platform, which makes our point cloud easy
to display on the Web. In addition, the platform’s powerful
post-processing capabilities are ideal for sharing and inter-
acting with users. Our final result is presented in Fig. 7.

C. DISCUSSION
This paper proposes a method for rapidly creating a
lightweight coronary 3D point cloud model.The input of this
method only requires coronary angiogram that is a kind of
mainstream medical data.We have three motivations for this
approach. (i) 3D point cloud data can be quickly generated by
mainstream 2D medical images. (ii) The generated 3D data
can be displayed on cross-platform web browser. (iii) To lay
the foundation for future interactive 3D telemedicine [22].
The three-dimensional modeling method based on the above
three motives has obvious advantages and disadvantages
compared with the traditional coronary artery reconstruction
method. The advantage is that our 3D point cloud reconstruc-
tion is faster and the generated 3D data is lighter. Our method
can generate a point cloud model in less than 5 seconds and
it is impossible with most of the traditional coronary artery
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FIGURE 6. Relationship between 3D point cloud’s quality and its number of points. The test object is the 3D point cloud generated by a set of continuous
frames (which we call continuous frame groups) of coronary angiogram. The six subgraphs (a-e) in this figure represent 3D point clouds generated by six
different frame groups. The smaller the number of points in different 3D point clouds, the worse the performance of 3D point clouds (the higher the
quality coefficient, the lower the quality).

FIGURE 7. The final result show on the web-level platform ‘‘Potree’’. The six subgraphs(a-f) represent the performance of the same 3D point cloud
rotating around the Y axis at six different angles.

reconstruction methods. However, our methods’ disadvan-
tages are very obvious, the accuracy of 3D data is relatively

low and the rendering performance is weak.In the future, fil-
ters that are more suitable for point cloud three-dimensional
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reconstruction can be used to reduce noise, thereby improv-
ing the quality of extracting two-dimensional feature points.
3D point cloud generated by the optical flow method can also
filter the noise by combining the midline and OCT images,
or optimize the position of the points in the point cloud to
improve the display performance.Moreover, 3D point cloud
model generated now can also reconstruct the mesh models
through suitable surface reconstruction techniques.

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a method for constructing a 3D
medical organ model based on the optical flow method
and apply it to the reconstruction of 3D coronary arteries.
The method uses coronary angiogram as input data and a
3D point cloud as output data. The resulting 3D coronary
artery point cloud can work well on the web side and the
results are satisfactory. However, what is even more excit-
ing for us is the enormous potential of the optical flow
method for 3D medical model reconstruction. Most of medi-
cal videos are two-dimensional, which provides a broad space
for the construction of 3D models based on optical flow
methods.
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